Examining the Interactions of Design Parameters in the LDM of Clay as the Basis for New Design Paradigms
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Abstract: In the future, architects will not only develop digital designs based on existing technologies and concepts, but will also pursue and experiment with various forms of self-developed processes. The following empirical study deals with the materialization of digital instructions and machine parameters in 3D-printed clay elements. Specifically, forms of materialization are investigated in the transitional area where ideal geometrically defined data and process-related material information intersect. Liquid materials generate additional information quality through their material-immanent shape-forming properties. In previous studies, this somewhat complex material behavior was considered rather problematic and attempts were made to reduce the flow behavior of materials in the printing process. In contrast, this study examines the special possibility of liquid deposition modelling and presents new ways of dealing with the material viscosity during and after the printing process.
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1. Introduction

In this paper, approaches for new design paradigms in liquid deposition modelling (LDM) of clay will be described in three case studies that consider the material, programming (code), and machining holistically in their relational conditions. While previous approaches have placed an emphasis on altering the material properties to enable better reproducibility, new approaches focus on using the material’s existing properties to achieve the final product. The work presented here was conducted by the Department of Visual Arts at the RWTH Aachen University, which explores various materials, including their specific characteristics and performance within the context of architecture.

The liquid material behavior of clay in LDM has been researched experimentally over the past 10 years, primarily in small-scale prototypes, with regard to identically reproducible material properties [1,2]. In addition, to avoid process-related deviations, studies have been conducted on structural elements and their optimization in regard to shapes and dimensions [3,4]. Furthermore, a comparison with conventional manufacturing processes from the ceramics industry showed that the feasibility of manufacturing larger structural elements and quantities is also being investigated and that the cost factor plays a role [5]. In fact, it can be assumed that the material behavior of liquid-extruded elements made of clay (or concrete) is difficult to control, and become less controllable with increasing size of the structural elements [6]. As a result, material-related deviations from the original 3D modeling object inevitably occur in the process of materializing digital models [7]. Furthermore, 3D modelling software programs, such as Grasshopper plugins, are being further developed to account for these deviations. Developments in the representation of moving or fluid models are rare, and a 1:1 direct simulation of the form changes during the printing process in clay or other liquid materials for 3D modelling software has not yet been fully achieved [8]. Although the first attempts to implement material behavior...
and control mechanisms in software were made in the 2010s [9,10], designer must continue to rely on their craft skills when dealing with the haptic reality and digitized tools [11]. Increasingly, experiments focused on exploiting the natural properties of the clay are showing the potential of clay LDM in artistic works [12,13], as well as in elements for architectural applications [14–16].

Historically, architects have long been concerned with constructive problems of form, as expressed in the 1890s in the reduced clarity of the paradigm “form follows function”. Due to the new material innovations and developing digital processing methods, this guiding principle changed at the beginning of the 21st century into the alliterations “form follows fun” [17] and “form follows flow” [18]. These changes show a tendency towards dealing with dynamic systems, the movement of material, and the concept of emergence.

This manuscript is dedicated to the liquid behavior of clay and its design parameters in LDM. We assumed a basic knowledge of the amorphous material that is clay, its drying and shrinkage behavior, as well as knowledge of the necessary firing process [19]. From a detailed material view, the fluid behavior of the material, which is required for the process, should not be regarded as an unavoidable evil that is covered up with technical tricks and chemical additives. Rather, the liquid and dynamic properties of clay during the LDM should be understood and implemented during the conceptual handling stage. The systematization of new methods for additive forming processes takes place for potential building applications. Just as in the craft process the manageability of the material has been tested for millennia in order to successively refine processing methods, sequences, and tools, the value in the present article also lies in the confrontation of material-typical inherent dynamics and the programmed action of the machine. This article is not intended—as has often been the case—to deal with material science investigations to improve the material itself (e.g., properties of flow) or the technical execution of setting parameters (e.g., layer height (h), feed rate (f), extrusion rate (e), etc.) of the machine.

Three case studies are presented below that combine and at least partially systematize the interactions of the material phenomena, code, and machine in the formation of the structure in LDM.

2. Materials and Methods

As an exploratory investigation of form and material phenomena during the LDM of clay, this research was conducted within a defined experimental field. The experimental field is determined by the possibilities of the material and the available machine (e.g., installation space of the printer, extruder with double connecting rods, etc.). This results in dynamic interactions in which the regularly abstract digital model and the (‘externally programmed’) action of the machine meet the deviating particularity of the material, from which a structure emerges. The tailoring of the design parameters is crucial for the shaping in LDM. In this paper, we describe this as ‘setting’. It is not the digital model alone, but the setting as a whole that determines the shape of the resulting artefacts.

For better comparability of play within designed settings, simple geometric hollow shapes (cylinders and cuboids) were assumed in the materialization. In the systematization, artefacts were not excluded due to lack of reproducibility. Instead, these artefacts show the spectrum of customization and variability. In the experimental field, the complex conditions of concrete building applications were not addressed [20]. Establishing the framework of investigation made it possible to begin to order the discovered phenomena, to expand our understanding of the process-related interrelationships of combined features, and to discover new possibilities for the shaping process. A new perspective on designing with digital media was established.

The clay body used was commercially prepared and pre-packed with homogeneous grain size build-up. To prepare the material for 3D printing, it was mixed with water to a process-relevant viscosity. The variation of clay body types and viscosities was not the focus of this investigation, because studies already exist in this area. The researchers were looking for new correlations and phenomena that have received little attention so far. The
case studies were carried out with a WASP40100 3D clay printer (Massa Lombarda, Italy) (Figure 1). This is a delta printer that moves the extruder and nozzle via three double connecting rods. The soft material is fed in via a clay tank operated with compressed air and extruded via the nozzle. In some cases, expanding tools were developed for the 3D clay printer and were printed as prototypes in PLA using a common filament printer or implemented manually in the form of cut metal components. The program Grasshopper (Rhino 6) and a self-programmed environments with JavaScript were used for the investigation. Within the programs, the conversion to a file readable by the 3D clay printer (G-CODE) was also carried out. In some cases, the text form of the G-CODE was also changed manually.

![Figure 1. Machine settings: (a) front view WASP 40100; (b) top view WASP 40100.](image)

### 3. Case Studies

In three exemplary case studies, different settings were developed for the LDM of clay. The various shaping processes arising from the interactions of hybrid (digital + physical) parametric design parameters (digital model, mechanics of the machine, toolpath instruction and dynamic-deviant material behavior) were investigated for the developed settings. In recent years, an increasing number of studies have focused on the generation of comparatively simple material effects in LDM through changes in machine or software settings. These include setting variables such as the layer height (h), print speed/feed rate (f), extrusion rate (e)/flow, and compressor pressure [21,22]. Different manufacturers [23] and researchers [11] have also attempted to develop hybrid formats in which the possibility manual intervention is included at the end of the process. In addition, initial studies have already looked at real-time feedback systems and sensor technology in the LDM of clay, but these processes are still immature [24]. For the reasons mentioned above, the case studies use differentiated printing parameters but avoid manual intervention during the 3D printing process and sensor technology for interactive shape corrections. The phenomena discussed here were partly developed within the experimental field due to unforeseeable process- or material-related “programmed disasters”. The final product within in the experimental field resulted from a series of digitally (pre-)programmed path instructions and processing steps of the machine. The feedback of the programming performance only arises within the 3D printing process, during the materialization of the digitally written artefacts.
The Case study 3.1, 'material behavior of clay', focuses on the dynamic properties of the clay body in combination with the programmed, mechanical processing technology of the machine. Case study 3.2, ‘nozzle as a tool’, focuses on the use of customized hardware components in combination with complex path instructions. It describes the possibility of splitting path instructions for the additive build-up of material layers and pure tool instructions for the deformation or removal of material. Case study 3.3, ‘non-horizontal layering’, focuses on the path definition with regards to the combination of material characteristics and machine parameters. These studies are intended to be regarded as examples in order to give an idea of the multidimensionality of this methodological playing field, which effectively enables an infinite number of variations.

In case studies 3.1 and 3.2, the chosen geometry for 3D printing was a hollow, single-walled cylinder. In order to limit the factor 'direction of fall of the material’, a hollow, single-walled cuboid was implemented in case study 3.3. Single-walled, unfilled forms facilitate the drying and firing process, requiring low material input while maintaining good static performance.

3.1. Material Behavior of Clay

This case study illustrates specific peculiarities of clay in contrast to the fused deposition modelling (FDM) of plastics. Unlike plastics, clay proves to be ‘imperfect’ with regards to its reaction to programmed path instructions. Here, we regularly observe the phenomenon of a ‘potentiating catastrophe’, indicating deviation from the abstract plan. The fused deposition modelling (FDM) of filaments currently is suitable for everyday use. Here, the assumption is correct that the material can be applied with pinpoint accuracy and remains where the machine has positioned it [25]. Of course, there are also material effects in FDM that are related to the way the material is applied [26], but these are not comparable to the deviations in LDM. The material changes its position after being ejected from the nozzle of the 3D printer due to flow behavior, gravity, and the deposition or printing direction of the nozzle.

3.1.1. Printing into Previous Layers

In different experiments, it was observed that the digital model, the visualized idea in the form of a print path, does not match the results of the printed artefacts.

Table 1 (Appendix A) shows a comparison of the modelled path instruction and materialized implementation in clay. Material phenomena can be observed due to the plasticity of clay in connection with gravitation. Furthermore, due to its softness, the layers of clay can more easily be ‘printed into each other’ [27] and produce a change in the printing progress benefiting the planned surface.
Table 1. Comparison of Grasshopper modelling during path instruction and materialized implementation in the LDM of clay with machine and software parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hcyl</td>
<td>130 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rcyl</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>120 mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Npc</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-Move Pattern</td>
<td>11100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-Amp.</td>
<td>20 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ro</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ø 6 mm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2. Second-Row Material Deposition

Within the case study, the phenomenon of ‘second-row material deposition’ (Figure 2a,b) was also examined. Depending on the printing parameters of the artefact, even a single-walled path instruction in the LDM can generate an additional material pattern. The effect is created by varying the already well-described printing parameters (layer height (h), print speed/feed rate (f), extrusion rate (e)/flow) in combination with programmed path instructions, the movement of the nozzle, as well as the radius of the overall artefact. The effect is influenced by the adhesion properties of the material. If the extruded material sticks more strongly to the printer nozzle and rolls off the built-up artefact, the material is carried away across the tool path. It deposits itself with a bizarre regularity and as an additional pattern at the next possible position on the artefact.

Figure 2. ‘Second-row material deposition’ due to the interaction of path instruction and material properties (a,b)

In the field of media philosophy, Beatrice Fazi also talks about ‘digital aesthetics’ as an expression of the ‘unpredictability’ of programmed code [28]. However, it is not only algorithmic programming that is perceived by designers as an ‘unpredictable moment’,...
but also the process of materialization that the designer has handed over to the machine via programming. The settings ‘printing into previous layers’ and ‘second-row material deposition’ constructed in this case study address the material and its specific properties as the starting points for the combinations of characteristics of differentiated process parameters and control variables.

3.2. Nozzle As a Tool

Within the case study ‘nozzle as tool’, the starting point was the examination of the hardware of the 3D clay printer and its tools in combination with the material behavior and programmed path instructions. We are not currently aware of any hardware-based add-on modules for the WASP40100. However, experiments in 3D printing of liquid materials using different nozzle diameters and geometries [29,30], as well as the application of different add-on modules in the field of construction robotics [31,32], are known.

The tools developed in this study (Figure 3a,b) deform the soft material through different material stencils and additional tools in combination with complex path instructions during and after material deposition. The developed tools were used to deform the material during the printing process or to remove it afterwards. Due to its softness, the material allows a combination of additive and subtractive methods. To be able to combine both processes, the path instruction had to be programmed in such a way that the material deposition path and the tool paths executed different instructions. The path instruction for the material separation contains the information for the extrusion (material extrusion path), whereas the path instruction for the tool (tool path) only contains the shaping or driving instructions for the nozzle. The path instructions were programmed so that the machine first built up several layers of material (height and number of layers are adapted to the respective tool) according to the material extrusion path. Subsequently, the respective section was post-processed with a self-developed nozzle according to the tool path.

![Figure 3. Developed nozzle (a), and stamp Tools in PLA (b).](image)

3.2.1. Nozzle and Complex Extrusion

The shape of the nozzle or the material stencils plays a decisive role in the creation of additive artefacts in clay. Standardized nozzles with round stencils are used as components for the WASP40100. In order to avoid air inclusions and the associated flaking in the fired ceramic, this nozzle shape makes sense. In the setting ‘nozzle and complex extrusion’, systematic investigations were undertaken with different self-developed nozzles and various material stencils for materialized artefacts and combined with partly complex path instructions. A complex extrusion can be observed, for example in the combination of the components of the star-shaped material stencil opening of the nozzle with complex path instructions oscillating in the Z-direction (Table 2, Appendix A). In this experiment, a complex and dimensionally stable surface structure was created.
Table 2. Comparison of Grasshopper modelling as complex path instruction and materialized implementation with star-shaped material outlet in the LDM of clay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>20 mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{\text{cyl}})</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H_{\text{cyl}})</td>
<td>120 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_{\text{sl}})</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H_{\text{sl}})</td>
<td>10–20 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_{\text{pl}})</td>
<td>4–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Amp.</td>
<td>7.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{s})</td>
<td>4 mm (Ø 8 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{n})</td>
<td>10 × 4 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2. Nozzle, Simple Horizontal Extrusion, and Complex Shape

Experience shows that a ‘two-sided look’ in geometry occurs when the material extrusion paths that form the artefact have different shape characteristics on the inside and outside, e.g., convex or concave (Figure 4a,b). The artefacts created in the ‘nozzle, single horizontal extrusion and complex shape’ setting were produced using a nozzle with a rectangular material stencil and in combination with complex shape paths, resulting in a complex and dimensionally stable surface structure.

3.2.3. Nozzle, Simple Horizontal Extrusion, and Tool Instruction Offset

In the setting ‘nozzle, simple horizontal extrusion, and tool instruction offset’ phase, a square material stencil of the nozzle was combined with simple material extrusion paths and additional tool path information. Using the additional tool path information, the nozzle subsequently pushed a programmed pattern into the previously deposited material (Table 3, Appendix A).
Table 3. Comparison of Grasshopper modelling as complex path instruction (material extrusion + tool) and materialized implementation with square material stencil in the LDM of clay.

Through the combination of complex path instructions (pushing the cylinder in at regular intervals) and the circular material extrusion, the shape changes to a corrugated cylinder. By applying these combinations of features, the additively produced artefact was subsequently ‘pushed open’. It can be seen that the deforming of the artefact reduces further over the course of the project. Since the artefact is not filled with material, the structure becomes more flexible and its overall geometry cannot offer material resistance to the tool. Due to the adhesion to the printing plate, the lower layers can be deformed particularly well.

3.2.4. Nozzle, Simple Horizontal Extrusion, and Tool Instruction Stamp

The example Table 4 (Appendix A) shows the result of the tool processing following the extrusion of the clay layers. The additional tool used here was mounted rotatably on a standard nozzle (Ø = 8 mm). After some printed material layers (height and number of layers depend on the size of the additional tool), the path instruction ‘extrusion’ changed to the path instruction ‘stamp tool’. Here, the nozzle drove around the already printed material layers with the tool and printed a defined pattern into the artefact. Here, the ‘two-sided look’ is created by using the simple horizontal extrusion and tool path statement parameters for the rotatable additional tool.

Table 4. Comparison of Grasshopper modelling as complex path instruction (material extrusion + tool) and materialized implementation with stamp tool and round material stencil in the LDM of clay.

3.2.5. Nozzle, Simple Horizontal Extrusion, and Tool Instruction Blur

A non-rotating add-on tool blurred the surface of the cylinder via a predefined tool path according to the logic of alternating path statements of extrusion and tool (Table 5, Appendix A). Here, the ‘two-sided look’ was created by using the simple horizontal extrusion and tool statement parameters for the immobile additional tool as traces on the surface of the artefact.
Table 5. Comparison of Grasshopper modelling as complex path instruction (material extrusion + tool) and materialized implementation with stamp tool and round material stencil in the LDM of clay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extrusion path</td>
<td>H₁ = 1.75 mm, E = 1.25, F = 30 mm/s, Rₙ = 10 mm, D₂ = 5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool path</td>
<td>H₂ = 100 mm, Nₚₛ = 10, Hₚₛ = 10 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Blurring the surface with only the standard nozzle of the 3D clay printer causes problems as the machine dimensions become the limiting factor (Figure 5a). An additional extended tool expands the design possibilities. The additional rotationally symmetrical cutting tool used in Figure 5b enabled a higher material build-up and subsequently larger tool path movements in post-processing. Additional tools, thus, reduce the machine-based limitations and expand the possibilities of formative programming.

Figure 5. Comparison blurring artefact with the nozzle (a) and with the cutting tool (b).

3.2.6. Nozzle, Simple Horizontal Extrusion, and Tool Instruction Material Removal

The ‘nozzle, simple horizontal extrusion, and tool application material removal’ parameters dealt with the combination of the processes of additive and subtractive methods in a print instruction. Similarly to the complex tooling instructions described earlier, the application and removal process steps alternate. The concept was tested with movable and immovable cutting tools. The geometry of the respective cutting tools was rotationally symmetrical, because the nozzle does not have its own axis of rotation. Complex tools also make the programming of tool path instructions more complex (Table 6, Appendix A).
Table 6. Comparison of Grasshopper modelling as complex path instruction (material extrusion + tool) and materialized implementation with cutting tool and round material stencil in the LDM of clay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_L$</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>30 mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{cy}l$</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{cy}l$</td>
<td>125 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{ps}$</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{ps}$</td>
<td>50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{imp}$</td>
<td>18 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{nt}$</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{rt}$</td>
<td>40 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrusion path tool path</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The different cutting tools quickly became dirty during the subtractive process step and the cut clay residues fell randomly into the print space when touched or remained stuck to the artefact (Figure 6). The softness of the material, which is necessary for additive application with the 3D clay printer, is less suitable for material removal processes. Ideally, a time delay would be introduced between the application and removal processes. However, this was not possible in the designed settings due to the alternating nature of the application and removal process steps and the dimensions of the machine.

Figure 6. Generation of a cylinder (Table 6) as complex path instruction (material extrusion + tool) and cutting tool.

Pattern formation for the tactile perception of 3D-printed objects has been a topic for some time [33]. Similar to the investigations into the setting sizes of print parameters in LDM, these phenomena are primarily concerned with variations in the programmable material extrusion paths (Table 2). The significance of the ‘nozzle as a tool’ case study was the combination of material extrusion paths and additional tool path information with different components. The additional tools were produced by the authors on the basis of prior experience.

The machine (3D clay printer) and its dimensions determine the shape-forming settings. The extruder is mounted on a plate with three double connecting rods, so that the dimensions become relevant in descending path instructions, as already extruded artefacts can be destroyed in the process; in addition, the standard nozzles of the 3D clay printer are only a few centimeters long, so that the adapter or chuck of the extruder is quickly reached (Figure 5a). Finally, the nozzle of the 3D clay printer can only extrude perpendicular to the printing plane (3-axis) and cannot be tilted, as would be possible with robot arms (5- or
6-axis). The dimensions of the machines and the lack of mobility in the nozzle area, thus, determine the possible shaping processes both in terms of form and space.

3.3. Non-Horizontal Layering

As previously described, the machine used determines the experiments due to its dimensions and the rigid vertical orientation of the nozzle. As a result, a lot of ‘friction’ arose in the ‘non-horizontal layering’ series of experiments, in which complex material extrusion paths were designed with the material behavior of clay and with its specifics in mind (Figure 7).

The LDM process has so far been viewed from the traditional, technical–constructive approach of horizontal layer build-up without much questioning in the professional world. Exciting studies that rediscover the aspect of material application exist, for example, in the robotic 3D printing of metal [34] or in the application of synthetic composites and fabrics that may receive reinforcement with construction resins [35]. Presumably, the additional rotation axis of the robot inspired the researchers in these studies to create such free-form structures. However, current experiments with earths and concrete also show that additive components can be produced beyond the traditional shell or dome structures made of clay or bricks [36]. The direction of pressure corresponds to the path of the forces, whereby the material supports itself layer-by-layer. A ‘non-horizontal layering’ approach can create completely new structural elements (Table 7, Figure 8a,b and Figure 9a,b).

![Figure 8. Arc geometry I: front (a) and back (b).](image)

**Figure 7.** Generation of arc geometry I (Table 8) with complex path instruction (material extrusion + tool) as ‘non-horizontal layering’ in the LDM of clay.

**Table 7.** Illustration of path instructions of arc geometry I in the material extrusion path and tool path or movement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combined path instruction arc geometry I</th>
<th>Material extrusion path</th>
<th>Tool Path/Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Combined path instruction arc geometry I" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Material extrusion path" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Tool Path/Movement" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.1. Self-Support of the Material

Figure 8a shows non-horizontal layering following the geometry of a half-arch (arc geometry I). In this configuration, the material can support itself. The wall built-up along the arc geometry is supplemented by three traditionally horizontally layered walls that support the front side. On the one hand, this allows the combination of layering systems to be tested (Figure 8b), while on the other hand the non-horizontally layered wall is supported by the other structures. This does not mean that a non-horizontally layered wall is less stable than a horizontally layered wall. In initial materialization experiments, it became clear that the pressure path required different printing parameters in the vertical and horizontal directions. In the vertical direction, the material can be printed side-by-side without deformations, while in the horizontal direction the material has to be printed somewhat ‘inside the previous layer’, otherwise the individual layers do not adhere sufficiently to each other and the artefact deforms too much, which in turn means that the following material application no longer matches the position of the artefact. It also became clear that contiguous material precipitates were more effective at improving the accuracy of fit of the artefact (cf. Figure 8b) than small interrupted material precipitates (cf. Figure 8a, top left). In addition, the impacts of the machine dimensions were clearly visible in the artefacts. Figure 8a shows the imprint of the nozzle in a perfectly curved material extrusion path (red).

Table 8. Illustration of the path instructions of arc geometry II in the material extrusion path and tool path or movement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combined path instruction</th>
<th>Material extrusion path</th>
<th>Tool Path/Movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arc geometry II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Arc geometry I: front (a) and back (b).

Figure 9. Arc geometry II: front (a) and back (b).

Table 8. Illustration of the path instructions of arc geometry II in the material extrusion path and tool path or movement.
3.3.2. Direction of Extrusion

A further development in the form of arc geometry II also allowed experimentation with the direction of the material extrusion. The double arcs on the front side of arc geometry II (Figure 9a) were programmed so that the material was applied from the bottom to the top, so that it could support itself in both cases. On the back of arc geometry II (Figure 9b), the nozzle travelled the material extrusion path from top to bottom, virtually pushing the material forwards. This production direction from top to bottom also worked but had its limitations, as Table 9 shows. The cuboids produced here and laid out as closed material extrusion paths each show different layering in the transverse direction and contrast the limits of this path instruction.

Table 9. Comparison of extrusion directions with different angles of material layering—front side (top) shows extrusion direction in each case from bottom to top, rear side (bottom) shows extrusion direction in each case from top to bottom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angle</th>
<th>Front Side</th>
<th>Rear Side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30°</td>
<td><img src="angle_30.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="angle_30-rear.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45°</td>
<td><img src="angle_45.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="angle_45-rear.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55°</td>
<td><img src="angle_55.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="angle_55-rear.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.3. Wipe of Material

In arc geometry I, the last ‘layers’ were cut off as unfinished arcs. This is largely due to the machine dimensions, which determine the height of the geometry, but provides an opportunity to address the phenomenon of ‘wiping material’. The material is always pulled in the direction in which the tool moves next in the sequence of the path instruction. Figure 10a,b demonstrate the ‘wiping of material’ effects. Figure 10a shows the ‘wiping of material’ in the direction of the arc geometry, while Figure 10b shows the exact opposite. If the tool path or movement follows the material extrusion path without further extruding the material, the material is deposited cleanly. If the direction of the tool path is made in the opposite direction, the clay body will stick to the nozzle and drag the previously extruded material with it (Figure 10b).

Understanding the ‘self-support of the material’, ‘direction of extrusion’, and ‘wiping of material’ phenomena opens up new possibilities for shape formation. Closed-path instruction enabled stable surface structures that also functioned in different material extrusion directions. The machine and tools used determine the respective settings and the material accounts for variations in the different artefacts.
In the three case studies presented here, it was possible to show which potentials can be expected by combining the features of dynamic material behavior and abstract, regular execution of the machine.

The LDM of clay offers a wide spectrum of currently unexploited possibilities for shape generation with a variety of design parameters, which could be of interest for creative disciplines such as architecture and design. Only a selection of parameters and their possible combinations could be examined in this paper. Material investigations that illuminate the spectrum of transformative material properties from soft to hard, for example, could not be undertaken here, although they also open up potentials for material-appropriate design formation. Transferability to other fluid construction materials is not ruled out by the authors, but has not been investigated in detail. It became apparent in all three case studies that the machine parameters, dimensions, and tools play a major role in the production of artefacts from clay. Similarly, the programming of path instructions for combinatorial processes is relatively complex and needs to be considered and laid out in advance for the settings described. During the LDM, the designer has no design-forming intervention options, except for a general ‘abort’ instruction. Closed-path instructions, such as cylindrical shapes, fundamentally improve print quality and simplify downstream processes, such as subtractive material removal. Further developments in 3D modelling software are to be expected. The authors would recommend that further research be conducted in the area of reactive controllability during the printing process (e.g., via sensor technology). Likewise, any extension of the machine components, such as an additional rotation or tilting axis of the nozzle, would expand the design-forming options.

On the basis of many experiments, some of which are presented here, the authors are of the opinion that the interaction of material-specific behavior patterns and abstract, non-interactive mechanisms of digital modelling with the machine, which act according to their own rules, can be used to establish new design models in the future. In this way—according to the objective—the resulting design formations can also tie in with historically evolved craft traditions as ‘materially appropriate’ artefacts, which can be developed further with new options for shaping and production. In addition to the definition of the abstract geometric concepts, the interacting design parameters of digital modelling, tools, machines, and material processing are decisive in the generation of shapes. The highly complex interactions of all digital and physical parameters can serve as the basis for new design paradigms.

This means that among other things, each individual artefact generated in this way becomes a unique object, having formed itself as a product of the complex action mechanisms. This happens as a dynamic interaction in which the self-programmed, abstract digital model and the (at least partially externally programmed) action of the machine meet the varying properties of the material, giving rise to the final shape. The authors consider the tailoring of these parameters as crucial for shaping in LDM. They have been described here as a setting. It should be emphasized that it is not the digital model alone but the setting as a whole that determines the shape of the resulting artefacts. Of course, this also
results in a new understanding of the design process, which cannot be limited exclusively to the digital model (form idea) and is only one determining factor among many. Rather, the setting is designed as the sum of parameters that have an effect, out of which the shape is formed in the end seemingly ‘as if by itself’. Within constructed settings, the formation of generation takes place as a complex, indirectly controllable, interactive interplay of digital, automatic, mechanical, and physical parameters. Their performative materialization is ultimately experienced by the designer who conceived this process as a spectator.

The potentials of the feature combinations of material, code, and machine aspects are still far from being sufficiently investigated. The studies presented here are considered by the authors to be merely exemplary. However, they illustrate the multidimensionality of a methodological playing field that opens up an infinite number of variations and new design paradigms.
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Appendix A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>layer height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>extrusion rate/flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>speed/feed rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rcyl</td>
<td>cylinder radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hcyl</td>
<td>cylinder height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rn</td>
<td>nozzle radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rs</td>
<td>nozzle section</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Material Behavior of Clay

Npc—number of points on the circle curves

Z-Move Pattern—Binary pattern that sets which points will be moved along the Z-axis

Z-Amp.—amplitude of point movement along the Z-axis

3.2 Nozzle as Tool

Nsl—number of slanted lines that become ‘zig-zag’ lines

Hsl—height of slanted lines

Npl—number of points on slanted lines that are to be moved along a tangent

T-Amp.—amplitude of point movement along a tangent

3.3 Non-Horizontal Layering

Nps—number of single printed segments, which are further processed with a tool

Hps—height of single printed segments

Dimp—imprint depth of the tool

Rt—tool radius
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